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ABSTRACT

Recent estimates from observations and inverse models indicate that turbulent mixing associated with

internal wave breaking is enhanced above rough topography in the Southern Ocean. In most regions of the

ocean, abyssal mixing has been primarily associated with radiation and breaking of internal tides. In this study,

it is shown that abyssal mixing in the Southern Ocean can be sustained by internal waves generated by

geostrophic motions that dominate abyssal flows in this region. Theory and fully nonlinear numerical simu-

lations are used to estimate the internal wave radiation and dissipation from lowered acoustic Doppler current

profiler (LADCP), CTD, and topography data from two regions in the Southern Ocean: Drake Passage and

the southeast Pacific. The results show that radiation and dissipation of internal waves generated by geostrophic

motions reproduce the magnitude and distribution of dissipation previously inferred from finescale mea-

surements in the region, suggesting that it is one of the primary drivers of abyssal mixing in the Southern

Ocean.

1. Introduction

Ocean mixing sets the stratification of much of the

global ocean by the upwelling of dense, deep waters

formed in polar regions (Wunsch and Ferrari 2004).

Mixing is especially important in the Southern Ocean

where the meridional overturning circulation (MOC)

of the global ocean is largely powered. However, little

is known about what dynamics supports that mixing.

The Southern Ocean limb of the MOC can be de-

scribed as being composed of an upper and a lower cell

(Speer et al. 2000). Theories suggest that the upper cell

is driven by atmospheric forcing at the surface with an

adiabatic return flow at depth (Rintoul et al. 2001;

Marshall and Radko 2003; Olbers et al. 2004). Much less is

known about the dynamics of the lower cell, except that

diabatic mixing is essential to explain the latitudinal change

in deep water mass properties (Ito and Marshall 2008).

Inverse analyses of the Southern Ocean hydrography

confirm that high mixing rates in the deep Southern

Ocean are required to close the heat and salt budgets

(Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000; Sloyan and Rintoul 2001).

Enhanced abyssal mixing has been linked to the radiation

of internal tides in other parts of the ocean (Polzin et al.

1997; Ledwell et al. 2000; St. Laurent and Garrett 2002).

However, this does not seem to be the case in the Southern

Ocean where abyssal flows are dominated by geostrophic

eddies (Naveira Garabato et al. 2003). Nikurashin and

Ferrari (2010) showed that geostrophic motions are very

efficient at radiating waves from small topographic fea-

tures, resulting in local mixing. Polzin and Firing (1997)

also found that abyssal mixing appears to be enhanced

in regions of strong geostrophic flows. Here, we test the

hypothesis that the abyssal mixing observed in the

Southern Ocean can be explained by radiation and

breaking of waves resulting from geostrophic flows im-

pinging on small-scale topography.

Estimates of turbulent mixing inferred from lowered

acoustic Doppler current profiler (LADCP) and CTD

data (Polzin and Firing 1997; Naveira Garabato et al.

2004) using finescale parameterizations (Gregg 1989;

Polzin et al. 1995) confirm the inference from large-scale

budgets that in the Southern Ocean turbulent kinetic

energy dissipation and diapycnal mixing are enhanced

by orders of magnitude above the background values
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typically found in the ocean. The estimated diapycnal

mixing is enhanced primarily within a kilometer above the

bottom, only where the topography is rough. For example,

the vertically integrated dissipation rate averaged for a few

stations across the rough topography of Drake Passage

is reported to be of O(10) mW m22, corresponding to a

bottom diapycnal diffusivity of O(1022) m2 s21 (Naveira

Garabato et al. 2004). In the southeast Pacific, where

topography is smooth, the vertically integrated dissipa-

tion rate is lower, O(1) mW m22. A. Naveira Garabato

(2008, personal communication) quotes a two- to three-

fold uncertainty in these estimates, which is substantially

smaller than the order of magnitude difference between

the values in the Drake Passage and those in the south-

east Pacific regions of the Southern Ocean.

Kunze et al. (2006), applying a similar finescale pa-

rameterization to a larger number of full-depth LADCP

profiles collected during the World Ocean Circulation

Experiment (WOCE), find lower values of the energy

dissipation rate and diapycnal diffusivity in the same re-

gions. Kunze et al. (2006) estimate lower values, because

they make more conservative assumptions about the

LADCP noise–signal ratio and low-pass filter shear in

regions of weak stratification. However, the main con-

clusion stands: mixing is enhanced in regions with rough

topography and it is correlated with the magnitude of the

bottom flow. The question arises as to what is the source

of the internal waves that break and mix.

Moored observations (Nowlin et al. 1986) show that

the bulk of the kinetic energy of the horizontal motions

in Drake Passage is in subinertial flows, while only about

20% of the kinetic energy is in fluctuations between the

inertial and stratification frequencies, including inertial

oscillations, tides, and the internal wave continuum.

Any one of these motions can generate internal waves

through interaction with bottom topography. However,

theories of topographic wave generation have focused on

the barotropic tidal component, which is believed to

dominate wave radiation in the midlatitudes (e.g., Bell

1975a; Llewellyn Smith and Young 2002; Khatiwala

2003; Garrett and Kunze 2007). Wave generation by the

dominant M2 tidal component is estimated globally by

Nycander (2005) using the linear theory developed by

Llewellyn Smith and Young (2002), tidal velocities from

the global tidal model of Egbert and Erofeeva (2002), and

bottom topography from satellite altimetry (Smith and

Sandwell 1997). Using the tidal energy flux data, kindly

provided to us by Dr. Nycander, we estimate that the tidal

energy flux into the ocean interior from topography deeper

than 2 km for Drake Passage is about 1–2 mW m22. Even

if all this energy was dissipated locally, tides could only

support one-tenth of the dissipation of O(10) mW m22

estimated in Drake Passage. Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010)

showed that geostrophic flows impinging upon rough to-

pography are very efficient generators of turbulent mixing.

Using idealized numerical simulations with parameters

characteristic of Drake Passage, they predicted energy

dissipation rates up to 20 mW m22.

In this paper we extend the theoretical framework

developed in Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) to estimate

internal wave generation by geostrophic flows in Drake

Passage and the southeast Pacific. In section 2, we de-

scribe the available velocity, stratification, and topogra-

phy data. An analytical representation of the topography

spectrum is also presented and discussed. In section 3, we

review the linear theory of wave radiation by geostrophic

flows for arbitrary topography. In section 4, we present

the energy conversion estimates. In section 5, we test the

theoretical estimates versus numerical simulations and

observations. Energy dissipation estimates are presented

in section 6. Finally, results are summarized in section 7.

2. Data

The characteristics of waves radiated by a geostrophic

flow impinging on topography depend on the spectrum

of short topographic hills as well as the bottom values of

the geostrophic velocity and stratification. Geostrophic

velocities and topography data are available for two

different regions of the Southern Ocean: Drake Passage

and the southeast Pacific. These two regions are charac-

terized, respectively, by high and low rates of abyssal

mixing. A major goal of this paper is to test whether

wave radiation theory can reproduce the observed mag-

nitudes and spatial variations of abyssal mixing in these

two regions.

a. Geostrophic flow and stratification characteristics

Bottom velocity and stratification are estimated with

LADCP and CTD data from sections across western

Drake Passage and in the southeast Pacific (Fig. 1).

Velocity and hydrographic sections across Drake Passage

were collected as a part of the Antarctic Large-Scale Box

Analysis and the Role of the Scotia Sea (ALBATROSS)

cruise during March 1999. Details of the data collection

and analysis methods are given in Heywood and Stevens

(2000), and a complete description of the CTD and

LADCP observations is in Naveira Garabato et al. (2002,

2003). Velocity and hydrography data used for the south-

east Pacific region were collected during WOCE along the

P18 line (Kunze et al. 2006).

Wunsch (1997) found, from mooring data, that the bulk

of the geostrophic velocity is in low vertical modes (baro-

tropic and baroclinic mode one). At high modes, there

is a substantial amount of internal gravity wave energy.
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A. Naveira Garabato (2008, personal communication)

compared geostrophic and averaged LADCP shear and

concluded that in the ALBATROSS and P18 sections

the geostrophic signal dominates at scales larger than

100–200 m, while smaller scales are dominated by in-

ternal waves. We define the bottom geostrophic velocity

and stratification as the averages over the bottom 500 m,

a scale large enough to filter out internal wave signals.

The uncertainty in the direction of the flow, due to er-

rors in the LADCP compass heading of ;58 (A. Naveira

Garabato 2005, personal communication), is not an issue

for the calculation presented below because, due to a lack

of information on the flow-topography orientation, we

consider all possible flow orientations rather than the

particular flow direction found in the data. The magni-

tude of the instrument noise of O(1) cm s21 (A. Naveira

Garabato 2008, personal communication) is also small

and does not influence the calculation presented below.

The geostrophic velocity, defined as the 100-m low-

passed LADCP velocity, in Drake Passage is dominated by

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) fronts, peaking

at the surface of the ocean, decaying in the upper kilo-

meter (the thermocline) and remaining essentially con-

stant below (Fig. 2). Surface velocities of up to 50 cm s21

are associated with the Sub-Antarctic Front, the Polar

Front, and the South ACC Front. The corresponding

FIG. 1. Bathymetry of the Southern Ocean region around Drake Passage. CTD and LADCP

stations from the ALBATROSS section in Drake Passage and along the P18 section in the

southeast Pacific are represented by squares and circles, respectively.

FIG. 2. Flow speed (m s21), defined as the 100-m low-passed LADCP velocity, from (top) the

ALBATROSS section in Drake Passage and from (bottom) the P18 section in the southeast

Pacific.
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bottom velocities reach up to 10–20 cm s21. Outside the

fronts, bottom velocities are smaller ’(1–2) cm s21.

Stations in Drake Passage have a spacing of ’30 km.

The potential density stratification in Drake Passage,

derived from CTD temperature and salinity data, decays

with depth in the thermocline while it is nearly uniform

in the abyss (Fig. 3). There are, however, latitudinal vari-

ations. Bottom values of stratification N2 5 2g/r0›r/›z,

where r is the potential density, g is the gravity, and r0 is

a reference value, range from 1023 s21 north of Drake

Passage to 0.5 3 1023 s21 in the south (Fig. 4). The

stratification is close to 1023 s21 in the Polar ACC Front,

FIG. 3. Buoyancy frequency (s21) in logarithmic scale from (top) the ALBATROSS section in

Drake Passage and from (bottom) the P18 section in the southeast Pacific.

FIG. 4. (top) Bottom speed (m s21) and (bottom) stratification (s21) for the Drake Passage and

the southeast Pacific regions.
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the region where the bottom velocity and wave radiation

are largest.

Sections in the southeast Pacific (Figs. 2 and 3) were

collected in clusters separated by ’200 km; the stations

within each cluster had a spacing of ’55 km. Bottom

values of velocity and stratification in the 678–558S lat-

itudinal range are close to those in Drake Passage. The

stratification varies from 0.5 3 1023 s21 in the south to

about 0.7 3 1023 s21 in the north. The bottom velocity

decreases equatorward from about 15 to 5 cm s21 with-

out a clear signature of the ACC fronts, which is probably

an artifact of the coarser sampling grid.

b. Topography characteristics

According to linear theory, a mean flow with bottom

velocity of U0 and bottom stratification N can generate

radiating internal waves from topographic scales k in the

range

j f j
U

0

, k ,
N

U
0

. (1)

For an inertial frequency j f j 5 1024 s21, a value repre-

sentative of the latitudes considered here, U0 5 10 cm s21

and N 5 1023 s21; this interval spans wavelengths from

about 600 m to 6 km. This raises a technical problem for

estimating wave radiation from the data, because topo-

graphic features with scales shorter than 10–20 km are not

well resolved by satellite bathymetry (Smith and Sandwell

1997) and are only available from ship soundings or high-

resolution multibeam topography data.

Multibeam topography data are available in the Drake

Passage region (R. Livermore, British Antarctic Survey,

2005, personal communication). The data superimposed

on the bathymetry data from satellite altimetry (Smith

and Sandwell 1997) are shown in Fig. 5. Bottom topog-

raphy is dominated by ridges at scales larger than about

100 km. Abyssal hills at smaller scales are ubiquitous in

the multibeam topography, but they are not visible in the

satellite-based data.

We compute a characteristic two-dimensional topog-

raphy spectrum by averaging the spectra from several

different regions, up to 100 km 3 100 km wide, covered

by the multibeam topography data. The spectrum is

normalized such that the integrated spectrum gives the

topography mean square height:

h2 5
1

4p2

ð1‘

�‘

ð1‘

�‘

P(k) dk, (2)

where P(k) is the topography spectrum and k 5 (k, l) is

the horizontal wave vector. The two-dimensional spec-

trum of Drake Passage topography is shown in Fig. 6.

The observed spectrum is well described by the model

spectrum proposed by Goff and Jordan (1988), which is

based on a statistical description of abyssal hills formed

by ridge-crest processes, off-ridge tectonics, and vulca-

nism. Goff and Jordan (1988), through a survey of avail-

able high-resolution topographic data, concluded that

a satisfactory representation of abyssal hills is given by

the model spectrum:

P(k) 5
2ph2(m� 2)

k
0
l
0

1 1
jkj2

k2
0

cos2(f� f
0
)

"

1
jkj2

l2
0

sin2(f� f
0
)

#�m/2

, (3)

where jkj is the horizontal wavenumber magnitude, f is

the angle between the wave vector and the eastward

direction, h2 is the variance of the topographic height, k0

and l0 are the characteristic wavenumbers of the prin-

cipal axes of anisotropy, f0 is the azimuthal angle, and

m is the high-wavenumber roll-off slope. [The m pa-

rameter is related to the parameter n used in Goff and

Jordan (1988) as m 5 2(n 1 1).] The model spectrum

becomes flat at wavenumbers lower than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

0 1 l2
0

q
; this

is the range of scale where abyssal hills transition into

large-scale topographic features. At smaller scales the

model spectrum rolls off anisotropically, the ratio of the

major to minor axis being k0/l0. This anisotropy captures

the tendency of abyssal hills to be oriented approximately

perpendicular to the spreading direction of the large-

scale ridges.

FIG. 5. Multibeam topography data (m, British Antarctic Survey)

for the Drake Passage region superimposed on the bathymetry

data from satellite altimetry (Smith and Sandwell 1997). The re-

gions with multibeam topography data used to estimate the 2D

model spectrum in (3) are shown by dashed rectangles.
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The simple spectral model for abyssal hills given in (3)

describes the statistical properties of abyssal hill to-

pography at scales of O(50) km and smaller (Goff and

Jordan 1988). We use this model to characterize the

abyssal hill topography on the range of radiative scales

given by (1). The free parameters of the model spectrum

are fitted in a least squares sense to the spectrum estimated

from observations in Drake Passage. These parameters

are the rms height of the topography, (h2)1/2 5 305 m;

the characteristic wavenumbers k0 5 2.3 3 1024 m21

and l0 5 1.3 3 1024 m21 of the principal axes of an-

isotropy; the azimuthal angle f0 5 3208; and the high-

wavenumber roll-off slope, m 5 3.5. Figure 6 shows that

this representation matches well the data at scales 1 km

and larger, which dominate the wave radiation. The as-

pect ratio of the major to minor axis of the spectrum is 1.8,

reflecting a slight anisotropy in the abyssal hills. The rms

topographic height in the radiative wavenumber range

given by (1), estimated using typical values of U0 5

10 cm s21 and N 5 1023 s21, is 60 m. We do not report

errors in the estimated parameters, because these errors

are swamped by the unknown relative orientation of the

topography and velocity in the radiation estimate pre-

sented below.

There are no high-resolution multibeam topography

data available in the southeast Pacific region. In this

region, we rely on available ship soundings (Fig. 7) from

the U.S. National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC). We

compute a characteristic one-dimensional spectrum (Fig. 8)

as an average over 23 different spectra estimated along

the ship tracks from eight surveys, as summarized in

Table 1. The spectrum captures the transition from the

plateau at topographic scales larger than about 30–40 km

to a 22.5 roll off at the smaller scales.

We rely on the model of Goff and Jordan (1988) to

extrapolate the spectrum down to the whole range of

scales necessary for the wave radiation calculation. We

fit a one-dimensional form of the model spectrum P1D(k)

obtained by integrating (3) along the wavenumber com-

ponent l, to the spectrum estimated from the data at

scales that are resolved by the shipboard data. In case of

isotropic topography, k0 5 l0 5 k0, the one-dimensional

spectrum is

P
1D

(k) 5 h2k
(m�2)
0 (m� 2)B

1

2
,

(m� 1)

2

� �

3 (k2
0 1 k2)�(m�1)/2, (4)

where B(1/2, (m 2 1)/2) is the beta function. If the topog-

raphy is anisotropic, then the one-dimensional spectrum

has the same form, but the characteristic wavenumber

k0 is a function of k0, l0 and the azimuth angle f0, that is,

k0 5 k0(k0, l0, f0).

FIG. 6. The 2D topography spectrum estimated using multibeam

topography data from the Drake Passage is shown as gray contours.

The spectrum is in units of m2 km2 cycle22. The black contours

represent the isolines of the 2D model spectrum in (3) with pa-

rameters chosen to best fit the observed spectrum. The model

spectrum captures more than 90% of the observed spectrum vari-

ance in the characteristic lee wave radiation wavenumber range.

FIG. 7. Satellite bathymetry of the southeast Pacific region (m).

The white circles show the position of the LADCP stations along

the P18 section. The black lines are the sections along which high-

resolution shipboard topographic data were used to fit the 1D

model spectrum in (4). Numbers in boxes correspond to ship sur-

veys described in Table 1.
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We least squares fitted the model spectrum in (4) to

the spectrum in Fig. 8. The least squares estimates of the

free parameters of the model are the rms height of the

topography, (h2)1/2
5 155 m; the characteristic wave-

number k0 5 1.2 3 1024 m21; and the high-wavenumber

slope m 5 3.5. The model spectrum seems to capture well

the drop in the topographic spectrum at small wavenumbers

and provides the required extrapolation to small scales.

3. Energy radiation theory

A geostrophic eddy flowing over small-scale finite-

amplitude topography can radiate internal gravity waves.

Residual mean theory (Andrews and McIntyre 1976)

shows that the upward-radiating internal waves feed-

back on the geostrophic flow through the divergence of

the Eliassen–Palm (E–P) flux. The vertical component

FIG. 8. One-dimensional topography spectrum estimated along ship tracks from the ship-

board topography data. The thick black line is the average of the spectra from all tracks, while

the thin continuous and dashed black lines are averages of the spectra from along- and across-

strike profiles. Differences between the along- and across-strike lines are less than a factor of 2

and are inconsequential for radiation estimates. The thick dashed line is the least squares

best-fit 1D model in (4).

TABLE 1. Ship surveys.

Institution Survey year Ship name Bathymetry instrumentation Resolution (m)

1 LDEO 1965 Eltanin 12-kHz PDR widebeam 300–850

2 LDEO 1969 Hudson 370

3 SIO 1984 T. Washington Seabeam vertical beam 350–450

4 LDEO 1966 Eltanin 12-kHz PDR widebeam 1200–1800

5 SIO 1998 Nathaniel B. Palmer Seabeam 2112 300–500

6 LDEO 1960 Vema 12-kHz PDR widebeam 600–1200

7 LDEO 1964 Eltanin 12-kHz PDR widebeam 200–1500

8 LDEO 1965 Eltanin 12-kHz PDR widebeam 200–3000

LDEO 5 Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory; SIO 5 Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
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of the E–P flux for internal gravity waves is Fz 5

w9u9� f y9b9/N2.

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) found that the E–P flux

divergence associated with the internal waves drives

strong inertial oscillations (IOs) confined to a few hun-

dred meters from the ocean bottom. The IOs provide

a background shear that promotes wave breaking so that

a large fraction of the internal wave pseudomomentum

(Bühler 2009) is deposited where the E–P flux di-

minishes within a few hundred meters of the bottom

topography—for the parameter space considered in this

paper, the pseudomomentum is well approximated by

the traditional momentum. The deposition of internal

wave pseudomomentum results in a dissipation « of about

50% of the wave energy radiated from the bottom topog-

raphy (i.e., E 5
Ð

« dz ’ �1/2U0(w9u9� f y9b9/N2)jz50),

as shown in Fig. 9. This empirical relationship is the

cornerstone for the estimates of wave energy dissipa-

tion presented in this paper.

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) show that linear lee

wave theory provides a good estimate of the E–P flux;

the presence of IOs in the bottom flow modifies radi-

ation by less than 15%. Linear lee wave theory can

then be used to relate the E–P flux to the wave energy

flux:

p9w9 5�U
0
(w9u9� f y9b9/N2). (5)

This relationship is very useful, because the wave energy

flux is a quantity more directly accessible from obser-

vations, but the E–P flux is more fundamental from a

dynamical point of view. Andrews and McIntyre (1976)

show that the divergence of the E–P flux, and not the

divergence of the momentum flux, represents the full

force exerted on the mean flow by the waves as they

break and dissipate. Neglecting a small correction due to

IOs, the wave radiation reduces to the classical lee wave

problem discussed by Bell (1975a,b). However, IO shear

is crucial to our assumption that 50% of the radiated en-

ergy is locally dissipated. In the linear lee wave problem,

no wave breaking occurs and E 5 0.

a. Lee wave radiation

Internal lee waves are generated in a stratified fluid

when a steady geostrophic flow runs over uneven bot-

tom topography. Bell (1975a,b) shows that the energy

radiated in steady lee waves is given by

FIG. 9. The work extracted by waves from the mean flow, �U0(w9u9� f y9b9/N2)jbot, vs the

vertical integral of energy dissipation, E 5
Ð

« dz 5
Ð

nj$uj2 dz, for a suite of numerical simu-

lations with different nonlinear parameters � (indicated next to each cross–circle). Crosses in-

dicate results when both quantities are estimated from numerical simulations and circles show

results when the work extracted by waves is estimate from linear lee wave theory. The dashed line

has a slope of 1/2, suggesting that 50% of the energy extracted by the waves is locally dissipated.

Estimates based on linear lee wave theory diverge from the dashed line for �. 0.7 due to energy

radiation saturation. Linear lee wave theory overestimates the energy radiation for � . 0.7.
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E 5
r

0

4p2

ð1‘

�‘

ð1‘

�‘

(U
0
� k)

jkj P(k)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(U

0
� k)2 � f 2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2 � (U

0
� k)2

q
dk, (6)

where P(k) is the 2D topography spectrum, k 5 (k, l) is

the wavenumber vector, U0 is the bottom velocity vec-

tor, N the bottom stratification, f the Coriolis frequency,

and r0 a reference density. This result applies for wave-

numbers in the radiation range, as given in (1), and at a

small topographic steepness parameter:

�
0

5
Nh

jU
0
j , (7)

where h is a characteristic topographic height. The def-

initions of h found in the literature are quite arbitrary for

topography with hills on many scales, and we return to

this point below. Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) showed

that, for monochromatic topography where h is the am-

plitude of the sinusoidal bump, the linear theory pre-

diction remains accurate until �c 5 0.7. For �0 . �c, the

energy conversion saturates; that is, it ceases to increase

as a function of «0, due to topographic blocking effects.

Expression (6) predicts that energy radiation at each

wavenumber depends on the topographic elevation at

that scale and the relative orientation of the velocity and

wavenumber vectors. Without loss of generality, we

rotate the reference frame to have the velocity vector U0

along the k axis. Then, U0 � k 5 jU0kkj, and the ex-

pression (6) reduces to

E 5
r

0
jU

0
j

2p

ðN/jU0j

j f j/jU0j
dk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jU

0
j2k2 � f 2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2 � jU

0
j2k2

q
1

2p

ð1‘

�‘

jkj
jkjP(k) dl, (8)

where k 5 (k, l) is now the wavenumber in the reference

frame along and across the mean flow. The outer integral

on the right-hand side depends only on the wavenumber

k in the direction of the mean flow vector and includes

contributions from wavenumbers in the radiative range.

The inner integral, on the other hand, does not depend on

the properties of the mean flow. It depends only on the

properties of the topography spectrum and can be in-

tegrated over all wavenumbers in the direction across

the mean flow velocity vector. It is convenient to define

the effective one-dimensional topography spectrum in

wavenumber k as

P
eff

(k) 5
1

2p

ð1‘

�‘

jkj
jkjP(k) dl. (9)

Then wave radiation from two-dimensional topography

reduces to an equivalent one-dimensional wave radia-

tion problem in the direction along the mean flow with

the topography spectrum given by Peff(k). The energy

conversion can now be rewritten in the following form as

an integral in the wavenumber k:

E 5
r

0
jU

0
j3

p

ðN/jU0j

j f j/jU0j
kP

eff
(k)m(k) 1� f 2

jU
0
j2k2

 !
dk,

(10)

where m(k) is the internal wave vertical wavenumber

defined as

m(k) 5 k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N2 � jU

0
j2k2

jU
0
j2k2 � f 2

vuut . (11)

Equation (10), together with the effective topography

spectrum defined in (9), constitute the building blocks

for our estimates of wave radiation from data.

b. Simplified theory

The expression for the energy conversion in (10) is quite

opaque. Making a few additional assumptions about the

shape of the topography spectrum, and the ratio of

frequencies f and N, the expression can be substantially

simplified. As we show below, the additional assump-

tions are well satisfied in the regions considered in this

study.

First, let us assume that the model spectrum in (3) is

isotropic (i.e., k0 5 l0 5 k0) and that internal waves ra-

diate from topography scales such that jkj2 � k2
0. Then,

Peff in (9) becomes

P
eff

(k) 5 P
0
k�(m�1), (12)

where

P
0

5 h2k
m�2
0 (m� 2)B

1

2
,

m

2

� �
, (13)

and B(1/2, m/2) is the beta function.
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This approximation captures both the magnitude and

slope of the spectrum at the high wavenumbers that

dominate wave radiation. Plugging the effective topography

spectrum (12) into the energy conversion expression (10),

we get

E 5
1

p
r

0
P

0
NjU

0
j2
jU

0
j(m�3)

N(m�3)

ð1

j f j/N
t2�m(1� t2)1/2 1� f 2

N2
t�2

 !1/2

dt, (14)

where t is the new variable of integration given by

t 5
jU

0
j

N
k. (15)

Expanding the two square roots in their Taylor series,

the integral on the right-hand side can be evaluated

analytically for arbitrary m (see the appendix for de-

tails). Setting m 5 3.5, the value that characterizes the

topography in the two regions considered in this paper,

and assuming that jf j/N � 1, we get a simplified ex-

pression for the energy conversion at the ocean bottom:

E ’
1

p
r

0
P

0
NjU

0
j2
jU

0
j1/2

j f j1/2

9

5
� 7

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
j f j
N

r
1 O

f 2

N2

 !" #
. (16)

Expression (16) can be compared with the equivalent

expression for radiation by a monochromatic topogra-

phy: E 5 1/2r0h2kNU2. If we define the mean product of

the height squared and the wavenumber h2kj
LW

char-

acteristic of the lee wave wavenumber range as

h2kj
LW

5
1

p

ðN/jU0j

j f j/jU0j
kP

eff
(k) dk

5
2P

0

p

jU
0
j1/2

j f j1/2
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
j f j
N

r !
, (17)

then expression (16) takes the form

E 5
1

2
r

0
h2kj

LW
NjU

0
j2

9

5
� 7

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
j f j
N

r
1 O

f 2

N2

 !" #

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
j f j
N

r ! . (18)

To leading order, the energy radiation by multichromatic

topography can be understood as radiation from a

monochromatic bump with topographic characteristics

given by h2kjLW. However, as per (17), h2kjLW depends

on jU0j1/2 instead of being constant. The implication is

that the energy radiation is proportional to jU0j5/2 for

multichromatic topography, but it is proportional to jU0j2

for monochromatic topography. The different depen-

dence in the multichromatic case is determined by the

slope of the topographic spectrum, which determines the

wavenumber range associated with lee wave radiation.

4. Estimates of energy radiation

The wave radiation expressions in (10) and (16) are now

used to estimate the generation of internal gravity waves

for the velocity and stratification data discussed above.

Energy radiation is estimated for each station along the

sections. It is assumed that the topography characteristics

in the radiative range are uniform along each section for

the two regions considered.

a. Steepness parameter estimate

Idealized numerical simulations with monochromatic

topography (Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010) show that the

characteristics and magnitude of the radiated waves are

controlled by the steepness parameter, �0, defined in (7).

The bottom energy radiation increases quadratically

with �0, consistent with linear theory, for �0 # �c, where

�c 5 0.7 is the critical steepness parameter. When �0 ex-

ceeds the critical value �c, some fraction of the flow be-

comes blocked by topography and energy radiation

ceases to increase with �0. The interpretation is that the

stagnant fluid in the troughs acts to reduce the effective

topography seen by the flow.

An extension of the definition of the steepness pa-

rameter for waves of wavenumber k impinging on

multichromatic topography is given by the ratio of the

topographic slope in the direction of the wave to the

slope of the wave:

�̂(k) 5
m(k)

jkj2
[kS

x
(k) 1 lS

y
(k)], (19)

where Sx(k) and Sy(k) are the topographic slopes along

and across the mean flow directions. The topographic

slope at wavenumber k is given by the integral of the

slope spectrum over all wavenumbers k9 such that jk9j#
jkj, that is, over the area of a circle of radius jkj:
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S
x
(k) 5

2

p2

ð ð
jk9j#jkj

k92P(k9, l9) dk9 dl9

" #1/2

,

S
y
(k) 5

2

p2

ð ð
jk9j#jkj

l92P(k9, l9) dk9 dl9

" #1/2

.

The slopes have been normalized such that, in the limit

of the monochromatic topography, � 5 mh, where h is

the height of the sinusoidal hill. For monochromatic hills

such that jf j � jU0jk� N, m ’ N/jU0j, and this defini-

tion reduces to �0 5 Nh/jU0j, which is used, for example,

to describe 2D idealized simulations in Nikurashin and

Ferrari (2010).

To characterize the degree of nonlinearity of the whole

spectrum of waves radiated from the multichromatic

topography, a bulk � is defined as the average of �̂(k)

weighted by the corresponding energy radiation:

�5

ð ð
�̂(k)E(k) dk dlð ð

E(k) dk dl

, (20)

where E(k) is the spectrum of energy radiation, that is,

the integrand in Eq. (8). The weighting by the energy

radiation is included to focus the definition of � on the

waves that most matter for radiation. The definition is

somewhat arbitrary, but it captures the transition from

linear to nonlinear behavior, as we show with numerical

simulations in section 5.

Figure 10 shows � estimated from (20) for the sections

across Drake Passage and in the southeast Pacific. The

southeast Pacific section is characterized by smaller values

of � of about 0.2–0.3. In Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010) and

in section 5 it is shown that for this � range the radiation

is mostly in the form of quasi-stationary lee waves. In

Drake Passage, however, � spans the range 0.3–0.5 south

of 60.58S and 0.5–1.1 north of it. These steepness pa-

rameter values correspond to a time-dependent wave

radiation regime associated with vigorous IOs and

wave breaking in the bottom 1 km. We note that � is

lower in the South ACC Front than in the Polar Front

mostly because of the lower values of N in the southern

Drake Passage. In the Polar Front, at 598S, which ac-

counts for the bulk of radiation, � is roughly 0.6–0.8.

To summarize, � in the two regions of the Southern

Ocean considered in this study varies from ’0.2 to 1.0,

spanning subcritical and critical topography. Numerical

simulations with monochromatic topography (Nikurashin

and Ferrari 2010) and multichromatic topography (sec-

tion 5) show that this range of � spans the transition from

the radiation of stationary lee waves (� � 1) to the

radiation of time-dependent waves (� # �c). Numerical

experiments show that the bottom value of the energy

flux is well predicted by linear theory for both wave

radiation regimes: �# �c. Radiation levels do not further

increase for �$ �c. It appears that �c is close to 0.7 for the

multichromatic topography characteristics of the region

considered in this study (section 5). The value of � esti-

mated from observations exceeds this critical value in

the Drake Passage for the stations between the fronts of

the ACC where bottom velocity is small. Thus, energy

radiation computed for the Drake Passage region using

linear theory (Bell 1975a,b; Nycander 2005) might be

somewhat overestimated. We return to this issue in sec-

tion 6 where we present numerical simulations for mul-

tichromatic topography.

b. Effective topography spectrum

We estimate the effective spectrum Peff defined in (9)

by using the 2D model spectrum in (3) and integrating

it over all wavenumbers across the direction of the flow.

In the Drake Passage region, the parameters of the 2D

model spectrum are estimated by a least squares fit to

the 2D topography data. In the southeast Pacific, only 1D

topographic sections are available, and the 2D spectral

representation (i.e., the degree of anisotropy) cannot

be uniquely determined; we will resort to estimating the

uncertainty associated with plausible ranges of anisotropy.

To estimate Peff, we proceed as follows. First, we as-

sume that the geostrophic flow can come at any angle

with respect to the topography. The kinetic energy in

the geostrophic velocity field is dominated by transient

eddies, whose velocity direction is very variable and can

span the whole 3608 over a few eddy turnover times.

Rather than estimating energy radiation for a particular

velocity realization, we estimate radiation for two lim-

iting cases, that is, for flows going across and along the

major axis of the topographic spectrum. The two esti-

mates provide the lower and the upper limits of wave

energy radiation and, thus, define the uncertainty due to

the variable orientation between the flow and topography.

Drake Passage estimates of the effective spectrum are

shown in Fig. 11. The spectrum has a roll off with m 5 3.5

in the lee wave radiation wavenumber range. The weak

anisotropy in topography (ratio of major to minor axis of

1.8) results in about a factor of 3 difference between the

lower and the upper limits of the effective spectrum.

In the southeast Pacific, we must additionally estimate

how sensitive Peff is to the undetermined degree of an-

isotropy in the topography. As a starting point, we assume

that the topography aspect ratio, a, is similar to that in the

Drake Passage region (a ’ 1.8). In both the southeast

Pacific and Drake Passage regions, the topography at

scales larger than 50–100 km is dominated by ridges
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with similar characteristics. Since topographic features

formed at ridged crests tend to elongate perpendicular

to the direction of spreading in a self-similar fashion

(Goff and Jordan 1988), it seems reasonable to assume

that the spectral roll offs are similar in the two regions.

As a second case, we estimate the radiation for an iso-

tropic topography with a 5 1 to quantify the effects of

the uncertainties in the topographic anisotropy.

There is, in general, an infinite number of ellipses

characterized by the same ratio of major to minor axes

of anisotropy a and the same characteristic wavenumber

in a certain direction k0. However, the minor and the

major axes of these ellipses are bounded: the minor axis

of an ellipse cannot be smaller than k0/a and the major

axis cannot be greater than ak0, if the ellipse is to have

k0 as a characteristic wavenumber in a certain direction.

Hence, the lower and upper radiation limits correspond,

respectively, to the flow along the minor axis of the el-

lipse (k0, a21k0), that is, along k0/a, and along the major

axis of the ellipse (ak0, k0), that is, along ak0. Estimates

of Peff for the southeast Pacific are shown in Fig. 10. The

lower and the upper limits differ by a factor of about

10–12 in the lee wave radiation range. The greater de-

gree of uncertainty in the southeast Pacific region arises

from uncertainties in both the flow orientation and the

degree of topographic anisotropy. For all flow orientations

and the degree of topographic anisotropy Peff is greater in

Drake Passage than in the southeast Pacific region.

c. Energy radiation estimate

We estimate energy radiation in both regions using

the best-fit effective topography spectrum together with

measurements of bottom velocity and stratification. We

report results from three different calculations: (i) Efull

computed from the full expression for energy radiation

in (10) and the anisotropic spectrum in (3), where the

upper and lower limits correspond to flows along the

major and minor axes of the topographic spectrum, re-

spectively; (ii) Eiso estimated assuming that the spectra

are isotropic; and (iii) Esim estimated with the simplified

expression in (16).

Energy radiation estimates for the section in Drake

Passage, uncorrected for finite steepness parameters,

are shown in Fig. 12. The radiation varies strongly along

the section. This spatial variability is determined by the

bottom velocity and stratification distribution and has a

maximum corresponding to the Polar Front of the ACC.

In the South ACC Front, where the density stratification

is half that in the Polar Front, the energy radiation is

weaker. Weaker stratification results not only in smaller

wave amplitudes but also in a narrower radiation wave-

number range as implied by (1). Values of energy

radiation averaged along the section are in the range

14–42 mW m22 where the lower and the upper limits

correspond, respectively, to flows along and across elon-

gated topographic hills.

Variations in the energy radiation estimate for an an-

isotropic spectrum are due to variations in the direc-

tion of the flow. We expect the eddy velocity to span

all directions over time. Therefore, the best estimate

of the time-average radiation is the mean between the

FIG. 10. Steepness parameter estimates for the Drake Passage

(black) and the southeast Pacific (gray) regions. The steepness

parameter � from multichromatic topography is defined in (20).

FIG. 11. Effective topographic spectra for the Drake Passage

region (black) and the southeast Pacific region (gray). The solid

and dashed curves represent the lower and upper bounds due to the

unknown topographic anisotropy and uncertainties in the relative

orientation between the topography and the mean flow.
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values computed for all possible flow directions (i.e.,

28 mW m22).

Energy radiation computed using an isotropic spec-

trum falls between the lower and the upper limits for

anisotropic topography. The isotropic spectrum esti-

mate is ’27 mW m22; that is, it matches the aniso-

tropic spectra estimate averaged over all possible flow

directions. It appears that anisotropies in topography

affect the instantaneous radiation, but over a few eddy

turnover times the effect is smeared out by variations in

the orientation of the geostrophic flow. The isotropic

spectrum calculation and the simplified theory result

also agree remarkably well in both regions (Fig. 12)

supporting the assumptions made to simplify and evalu-

ate the integral expression. The section-averaged energy

radiation estimated using the isotropic spectrum is

27 mW m22. The simplified expression in (16) gives

30 mW m22.

We make the same three estimates along the section in

the southeast Pacific region (Fig. 12). Energy radiation

estimates are more than an order of magnitude smaller,

mostly due to lower levels in the topography spectrum

and, partly, because of somewhat lower values of bottom

stratification and velocity. The energy radiation esti-

mated using an anisotropic spectrum and averaged along

the section is in the range 0.5–3.9 mW m22. The wide

range in this estimate reflects the uncertainty in anisot-

ropy, which adds to the uncertainty in flow orientation.

The values averaged over all possible flow directions are

1 and 2.6 mW m22 for the two realizations of aniso-

tropic topography in (3) described, respectively, by two

sets of characteristic wavenumbers: (k0, a21k0) and

(ak0, k0). Estimates based on an isotropic spectrum and

the simplified theory (16) produce 1.6 and 1.5 mW m22,

respectively, for the section-averaged energy radiation.

Radiation increases in the core of the ACC and drops to

zero on its flanks.

5. Multichromatic topography simulations

The amount of observed energy dissipation and its

spatial variation between the two regions seems to be

well captured by the linear energy radiation estimate.

However, the energy radiated by internal waves might

not be all dissipated locally. Some fraction of that energy

can radiate away in low modes and dissipate in remote

regions. Idealized numerical simulations with mono-

chromatic bottom topography (Nikurashin and Ferrari

2010) show that 50% of the radiated energy is locally

dissipated in the bottom kilometer. In this section, we

show that the result carries over to multichromatic

topography.

FIG. 12. Energy radiation estimates (mW m22) (top) along the ALBATROSS section in the

Drake Passage and (bottom) along the P18 section in the southeast Pacific regions. The black

curves (solid and dashed) bracket the range of uncertainty in the estimates, while the gray

curves are a good approximation of the most likely values as described in section 4.
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a. Experiment setup

We use the nonhydrostatic configuration of the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation

model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997). The numerical

setup is similar to that used in the idealized simulations

described in Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010). The domain is

2D and horizontally periodic with Lx 3 Hz 5 10 km 3

7 km, somewhat larger than in our previous study to al-

low for different topographic wavenumbers. We use a

resolution of Dx 5 16.6 m in the horizontal and Dz 5

10 m in the vertical, which gradually stretches to Dz 5

300 m in the region from 2 to 7 km above the bottom.

Boundary conditions are a sponge layer between 2 and

7 km above the bottom to absorb waves that do not break

in the bottom 2 km, with a free-slip condition at the

bottom. A depth-independent mean flow UG 5 0.1 m s21

is forced by adding a body force fUG to the meridional

momentum equation representing a barotropic pressure

gradient, which balances a mean flow geostrophically at

all depths. A uniform stratification of N 5 1023 s21 and a

Coriolis frequency of f 5 1024 s21 are used.

The bottom topography used in the simulations is ran-

domly generated to have the same spectrum as in the

observations, that is, the 1D model spectrum in (12). The

random spectrum is computed as a sum of Fourier modes

where amplitudes are given by the 1D model spectrum

and the phases are random. Topography includes hori-

zontal scales in the characteristic lee wave radiation

range, which spans scales roughly from 600 m to 6 km,

that is, only wavenumbers larger than the wavenumber

k0 5 1.2 3 1024 m21, below which the model spectrum

(12) becomes flat. In the simulation of the southeast

Pacific region, the topography amplitude is
ffiffiffiffiffi
10
p

smaller

compared to the Drake Passage simulation, as estimated

from topographic data. Corresponding nonlinear pa-

rameters � as defined in (20) are 0.2 and 0.5 for the

southeast Pacific and the Drake Passage simulations,

respectively. In addition, we ran an extra simulation

with � 5 0.75 to demonstrate the suppression of energy

radiation at higher �.

b. Results

Snapshots of the wave zonal velocity component for

the Drake Passage and the southeast Pacific regions after

5 days of simulations are shown in Fig. 13. The Drake

Passage simulation is characterized by radiation of waves

with 0.1 m s21 amplitude, comparable in magnitude to

the mean flow. As waves radiate away from the topog-

raphy, they break and their amplitude drops by an order

of magnitude within the bottom 1 km. The wave fields

both close to the topography and in the far field are highly

multichromatic and time dependent.

In the southeast Pacific simulation, where the topog-

raphy spectrum is an order of magnitude smaller, waves

have a lower amplitude and do not decay significantly

with height, radiating freely upward until they are absorbed

in the sponge layer at the upper boundary. The velocity

field is dominated by waves with horizontal scales of

roughly 3 km with a weaker multichromatic background

field due to different topographic scales. Waves are sta-

tionary and have scales that are consistent with linear

steady lee wave theory.

The time evolution of the zonally averaged velocity is

shown in Fig. 14 for the Drake Passage and the southeast

Pacific regions. The Drake Passage simulation is char-

acterized by vigorous IOs, which develop spontaneously

and reach a magnitude comparable to the mean flow

within the first 3–5 days. In the southeast Pacific simu-

lation, instead, there are no IOs for the whole period of

simulation. This result is consistent with the resonant

feedback mechanism described in Nikurashin and Ferrari

(2010) for 0.3 # � # 0.7. Large-amplitude internal waves

in the Drake Passage simulation drive a large momentum

flux divergence and trigger IOs at the bottom. IOs in turn

modify the wave generation process and produce time-

dependent internal waves that can effectively reinforce

IOs. The combination of large-amplitude waves and IOs

leads to a new statistically steady state characterized by

time-dependent waves and bottom-intensified IOs. In the

southeast Pacific the feedback mechanism is weak (� is

small) and wave radiation is well described by linear lee

wave theory.

Vertical profiles of the energy dissipation rate di-

agnosed from the simulations are shown in Fig. 15. The

energy dissipation is an order of magnitude larger in

FIG. 13. Snapshot of the wave zonal velocity (m s21) from (top) the

Drake Passage and (bottom) the southeast Pacific simulations.
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Drake Passage than in the southeast Pacific. Dissipation

is significantly enhanced in the bottom several hundred

meters in the Drake Passage simulation while it is nearly

uniform in the southeast Pacific one. The total energy

dissipation rates integrated into the bottom kilometer

are 21 and 0.7 mW m22, respectively, in the two regions.

Corresponding values of the pressure work,�U0(w9u9 �
f y9b9/N2), due to the E–P stress at the bottom are 44

and 6.5 mW m22. These values are well predicted by

the linear lee wave theory described above, which gives

45 and 6.3 mW m22, respectively. The energy dissipa-

tion diagnosed from the simulations is consistent with

our theoretical estimates (section 4c) and with in situ

observations (Naveira Garabato et al. 2004). The energy

radiation in the southeast Pacific simulation is a factor

of 2–3 higher than the corresponding estimates in sec-

tion 4c, because stratification and velocity values, fixed

between the simulations, are representative of the Drake

Passage region and are larger than those in the southeast

Pacific.

An additional simulation with �5 0.75 is qualitatively

similar to the Drake Passage simulation (�5 0.5): zonally

averaged flow is time dependent and the energy dissi-

pation rate is strongly enhanced at the bottom. Internal

wave energy radiation of 62 mW m22 is accompanied by

27 mW m22 of energy dissipation in the bottom kilome-

ter. Linear theory predicts a higher value of 84 mW m22,

for the energy radiation in this simulation. The mismatch

between the simulation and linear theory at high � is due

to the suppression of energy radiation caused by the to-

pographic blocking of the mean flow. At �. �c, flow from

the deep valley cannot overcome the topographic bumps

and becomes blocked by topography. As a result, the

effective amplitude of the topography radiating waves is

reduced. Two simulations at intermediate � (not shown)

indicate that �c 5 0.6–0.7 for multichromatic simulations,

which is consistent with �c 5 0.7 for monochromatic

simulations described in Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010).

The ratio of energy dissipation integrated over the

bottom kilometer to the amount of work due to the E–P

stress at the bottom is ’50% for � $ 0.5, the parameter

range of Drake Passage. It is significantly smaller, close

to 10%, for the smaller � encountered in the southeast

Pacific simulation. This is consistent with the results of

the monochromatic simulations (Nikurashin and Ferrari

2010): strong vertical shear associated with IOs promotes

enhanced wave breaking and dissipation at � $ 0.3, while

at � , 0.3 no inertial shear develops and the waves do

not break.

6. Estimates of energy dissipation

The steepness parameters estimated from the obser-

vations are in the range 0.2–0.3 and 0.5–1.0 in the south-

east Pacific and the Drake Passage regions, respectively.

According to the multichromatic numerical simulations,

FIG. 14. Time evolution of the zonally averaged meridional velocity component (m s21) from

(top) the Drake Passage and (bottom) the southeast Pacific simulations.
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wave radiation is well described by the linear theory at

�, 0.7 and saturates at higher values of �. In the southeast

Pacific, � is below critical and the bottom energy radiation

of 0.5–3.9 mW m22 estimated from linear theory is

accurate. However, in Drake Passage, � exceeds the crit-

ical value �c in a few stations between fronts, where the

bottom flow is weak. A correction to the estimate of

14–42 mW m22 due to the suppression of energy ra-

diation for � . �c is obtained by multiplying the energy

radiation by (�c /�)2 for stations where � . �c. This scaling

accounts for the saturation of radiation at supercritical

topography. It applies to monochromatic topography

(Nikurashin and Ferrari 2010), but it appears to hold

also for multichromatic topography. Applying this ap-

proach at every station along the section and averaging

over all station, we estimate that saturation of energy

radiation in those regions leads to a 15% reduction of

the 14–42 mW m22 estimate.

Numerical simulations with both monochromatic and

multichromatic topography agree that 50% of the radi-

ated energy is dissipated in the bottom kilometer for �.

0.3 and less than 10% at lower �. Using energy radiation

estimates from section 4c, we find that local energy dis-

sipation is less than 2 mW m22 in the southeast Pacific

and 7–21 mW m22 in the Drake Passage regions.

Our estimates of energy dissipation are on the same order

as the 1 and 10 mW m22 inferred from the observations

by Naveira Garabato et al. (2004) and larger than those

estimated by Kunze et al. (2006). The observations in

Drake Passage are characterized by a higher strain–shear

ratio than expected for the internal wave continuum.

The same is true in our simulations as a result of IOs

with strong shear but no strain. While Naveira Garabato

et al. (2004) used the observed values of the strain–shear

ratio to estimate the energy dissipation rate, Kunze

et al. (2006) interpreted them as high levels of noise and

low-pass filtered them. The agreement between our es-

timates and the ones by Naveira Garabato et al. (2004)

suggests that the large strain–shear ratio could arise from

the strong IOs above the bottom in regions with steep

topography.

7. Conclusions

Recent estimates from LADCP observations show

enhanced turbulent mixing in the Southern Ocean as-

sociated with internal wave breaking, which is typically

concentrated in the bottom kilometer and has significant

spatial variations. In this study we tested the hypothesis

that this mixing can be sustained by internal waves gen-

erated by geostrophic eddies flowing over small-scale

bottom topography. We applied linear wave radiation

theory to the bottom topography, velocity, and strati-

fication data from the southeast Pacific and the Drake

FIG. 15. Profiles of the energy dissipation rate (W kg21) diagnosed from the Drake Passage

(solid black) and the southeast Pacific (solid gray) simulations, and a strongly nonlinear sim-

ulation (dashed gray). The nonlinear parameter that characterizes each simulation is given in

the legend.
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Passage regions characterized, respectively, by low and

high rates of abyssal mixing. We showed that the esti-

mated energy radiation and its spatial variations are

consistent with the observations. Using numerical simu-

lations with topographic characteristics representative of

these two regions, we confirmed that ’50% of the energy

radiated by internal waves dissipates locally and sustains

the energy dissipation observed in the bottom kilometer.

Section-averaged wave energy radiation is estimated

to be 0.5–3.9 mW m22 in the southeast Pacific region

and 14–42 mW m22 in the Drake Passage region. The

lower and the upper limits of these two estimates are

determined by the uncertainty in the flow orientation

with respect to the anisotropy in the topography: flows

across small-scale topographic features radiate more

energy than flows along these features. Nikurashin and

Ferrari (2010) and Fig. 9 show that only 50% of the

energy radiation estimated from linear lee wave theory

dissipates locally. Hence, our best estimate for local

energy dissipation is less than 2 mW m22 in the southeast

Pacific and 7–21 mW m22 in the Drake Passage region.

These estimates are on the same order as the 1 mW m22

and 10 mW m22 of energy dissipation estimated from the

observations in these two regions by Naveira Garabato

et al. (2004) and somewhat larger than those estimated by

Kunze et al. (2006).

Our work shows that energy radiation varies sub-

stantially across the ACC. In Drake Passage it is strongly

dominated by the Polar Front of the ACC. The South

ACC Front has lower energy radiation, mostly due to

the lower values of stratification. In the southeast Pacific

region stratification does not change significantly along

the section and the energy radiation tracks variations in

the bottom velocity field. It is largest in the core of the

ACC and drops down essentially to zero on its flanks.

We find that the substantial difference in energy ra-

diation between the two regions considered results pri-

marily from differences in topographic roughness (a

factor of 4) and secondarily from differences in velocity

and stratification (a factor of 2.5).

Linear theory and numerical simulations show that

the wave energy radiation is proportional to the bottom

value of the kinetic energy (KE) in geostrophic motions.

Ferrari and Wunsch (2008) show that 80%–90% of the

KE of the ocean is in geostrophic eddies generated by

instabilities of the mean currents. From the perspective

of our work, this implies that wave radiation is largely

maintained by geostrophic eddies rather than by mean

flows. The results further show that wave radiation and

subsequent breaking are very sensitive to the small-scale

topographic roughness. Since the topographic rough-

ness is spatially variable in the ocean and geostrophic

velocities change on the eddy turnover time scale, wave

radiation and dissipation at the ocean bottom are pre-

dicted to be both spatially and temporally variable.

Finally, our work suggests that, in regions where abyssal

flows are dominated by geostrophic eddies, there is a di-

rect correlation between small-scale dissipation rates and

the magnitude of the geostrophic eddy velocity. Such

a correlation could be investigated with mooring data.

Another direction for future research, discussed to some

extent in the literature (Buhler and McIntyre 2005;

Dewar and Killworth 1995; Polzin 2008) is to study the

degree to which wave radiation extracts energy from

the geostrophic eddy field.
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APPENDIX

Analytical Evaluation of the Integral

The integral on the right-hand side of (14) written as

I(d) 5

ð1

d

t2�n(1� t2)1/2(1� d2t�2)1/2 dt, (A1)

where d 5 f/N, can be evaluated analytically for an ar-

bitrary n if we expand the two square roots in their

Taylor series:

(1� t2)1/2
5 �

‘

m50
a1/2

m (�1)mt2m,

(1� d2t�2)1/2
5 �

‘

n50
a1/2

n (�1)n
d2nt�2n,

where am
1/2 and an

1/2 are the binomial coefficients. Using

Taylor expansions, the integral (A1) can be rewritten as

I(d) 5 �
‘

m50
�
‘

n50
a1/2

m a1/2
n (�1)(m1n)

d2n

ð1

d

t2m�2n12�n dt.

This integral can now be easily evaluated:

I(d)5 �
‘

m50
�
‘

n50
a1/2

m a1/2
n

(�1)(m1n)

(2m� 2n 13� n)
(d2n� d2m13�n).

Assuming that d � 1 and 3 , n , 5, the leading-order

terms are

I(d) ’ Ad(3�n) 1 B 1 � � � ,
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where

A 5 �
‘

n50
a1/2

n

(�1)n

(2n� 3 1 n)
, B 5 �

‘

m50
a1/2

m

(�1)m

(2m 1 3� n)
.
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